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CIP Motion/ Supported
Ethernet Topologies
by Kurt Disher, Automation Specialist - Fort Wayne, IN
In the last 12 months Rockwell Automation® has released ten brand new
CompactLogix processors. These Logix family processors are known
as bulletin 5370, and require use of RSLogix™ 5000 version 20 or just
released v21. They are segmented into 3 different controllers known as
“L1”, “L2”, “L3”, and four of the ten new processors support Rockwell’s
newest integrated motion technology called CIP Motion. CIP is also available in a ControlLogix®
platform by using the 1756EN2T or EN3T . CIP Motion is very similar to Sercos Motion which utilizes
dedicated motion control instructions in ladder logic, and also uses RSLogix 5000™ for complete axis/
drive/motor configuration and tuning. The main difference between Sercos and CIP is that Sercos uses
a separate module in the PLC rack with dedicated fiber optic cabling to connect servo amplifiers. CIP
motion uses standard ethernet to connect to its drive amplifiers, and can be on the same network with
other ethernet IP devices such as Panelview’s™, PowerFlex® VFD’s , distributed I/O, ect. This is done
by an ethernet technology known as PTP (precision time protocol) which allows the processer to have
time synchronization over ethernet to the servo amplifiers. There are many connection topologies and
ethernet switches that can be applied, and it will be extremely important to understand some guidelines when implementing a CIP Motion control system. Rockwell does recommend using a managed
Stratix family switch with an optional feature known as CIP Sync 1588. The 1588 option supports the
PTP protocol as mentioned above and is capable of handling the time synchronization between the
logix possessor and the CIP Sync Servo drives. The 3 ethernet topologies that can be implemented
are star, linear, and ring. Star is a very traditional connection topology where all ethernet adapters
connect to a central switch. Linear connection is similar to devicenet or legacy remote I/O, where cabling routes from device to device. Ring connection, like linear, goes from device to device, however
it loops back to the PLC or managed switch granting media redundancy. In this mode a feature known
continued on page 2

CIP Motion
(continued)
as “Ring Supervisor” must be enabled on the
Logix Processor, or managed Stratix switch.
Unmanaged switches are not supported in
the ring topology. A combination of star, linear, and ring can also be applied with proper
connection planning. Rockwell® has done testing using unmanaged
Stratix 2000 for connecting CIP Servo Drives with success, however
many variables in the ethernet network should be carefully considered
before implementing. Success in implementing unmanaged switches with
CIP motion is more likely for the user with a smaller machine where the
ethernet network stays local. When connecting the machine to a plant wide
network, or where remote access is required to the control system, Rockwell® strongly suggests using a managed Statix switch. Use of a managed
switch may also be necessary for machine control networks to isolate the

CIP servo drives from other ethernet IP devices. In particular devices that
use multi-cast packets or other low priority connection, it could cause jitter
or late/lost packets in the motion system when using unmanaged switches.
This can effect motion performance and ultimately fault the servo system.
For more information on proper ethernet implementation of your network,
please contact your local Kendall Electric and ask for an Automation Engineer or DataComm specialist to assist you.

Allen-Bradley®
PowerFlex® 525 AC Drives
by Aaron Finkelberg, Automation Specialist - Northern Michigan Territory
This new drive can operate at higher ambient temperatures. Up to 50°C
with no derating, 60°C with current derating or 70°C with optional fan kit
and current derating.

Take a look at Allen-Bradley’s® new Powerflex® 525 AC
drive. This is the 1st next generation drive designed by
Allen-Bradley®. The PowerFlex® 525 can help you save
time, money, and maximize your system performance.

The 525 is ideal for any application. It offers V/HZ, sensorless vector, closed
loop velocity, positioning control for simple positioning applications, economizer mode and permanent magnet motor control. The drive also supports
StepLogic. This is used for position or velocity control and allows the drive
to operate as an independent position controller. The PowerFlex 525 drive
provides 8 datalinks, 4 input words and 4 output words. This is useful for
sharing information from the drive and how its performing, without having to
develop software in the PAC.

The 525 features a unique modular design that allows the drive to be mounted
in the control panel, while the control
module is programmed via a USB connection. This connection will power the
unit. You can now connect to the drive
using Connected Components Workbench software. The drive comes standard with an embedded Ethernet port
for network communications or you can
add an optional Ethernet dual port card
to support linear and ring topologies.
The drive also features Automatic Device
Configuration in the event a drive needs
to be replaced. The drive can pull the
configuration from the PAC (programming automation controller) to reduce
machine downtime. The drive has a built
in Safe Torque-Off feature. This provides
a safety rating up to and including SIL2/
PLd Cat 3. It also offers flexible installation options that support both vertical and horizontal, along with side-by-side mounting.

•

Economizer mode in sensorless vector control adjusts to reduce
energy consumption while meeting the demands of the application
•
•
•

Measures power consumption
Optimizes current output
Delivers reduction in energy consumption

•

Energy parameters deliver data on energy usage and
can help monitor health of assets

•

Replace traditional flow control with variable frequency drives

For more information on the PowerFlex® 525 AC Drives, contact your Keng
dall Electric Account Manager.

Power range:
• 100-120V: 0.4 to 1.1 kW / 0.5 to 1.5 Hp
• 200-240V: 0.4 to 15 kW / 0.5 to 20 Hp
• 380-480V: 0.4 to 22 kW / 0.5 to 30 Hp
• 525-600V: 0.4 to 22 kW / 0.5 to 30 Hp
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Kinetix®5500 Servo Drives and
VPL Motors - Single Cable Motion Solution
By Bob Thomas, Automation Specialist – Knoxville, TN
For many years motion control installations consisted of mounting
servo motors on the machine and then running a motor power cable,
a motor feedback cable and possibly a motor brake cable back to
the servo drive located in the control panel. This has worked well for
many years but the concentration of all those cable pairs made cable
routing and cable management something that had to be considered
in the layout of the machine and control cabinets. The consideration
of flexing vs. non-flexing types of cables and length of runs made the
machine design process a nontrivial matter.

Later in the year, Rockwell® will enhance the line by introducing a
converter module to support the existing line of MPL servo motors
with Stegmann feedback.
The Kinetix® 5500 supports a dual-port Ethernet connection that
enables integrated CIP motion over standard Ethernet from either
an L7x ControlLogix® system that has the 1756-ENxT or -ENxTR
Ethernet modules or from the new CompactLogix L3Y controller family with the ERM designation (the “M” for CIP Motion). An example
would be the 1769-L27ERM-QBFC1B. Linear and Device Level Ring
topologies are supported. Studio 5000 (RSLogix 5000™ version 21)
is required to utilize the new drive family.

Rockwell Automation® has now introduced a Single Cable Motion
Solution in the new Kinetix® 5500 servo drive and VPL servo motor
family. This new family of products promises to deliver reduced system cost, smaller control cabinets, reduced inventory, fewer terminations with simplified wiring and reduced energy costs.

The single cable technology provides a hybrid cable that uses SpeedTec connectors at the motor to allow for quick replacement. Initially
the cable will be available in a non-flexing type with a flexing type
that will follow later in the year. The cable supports a purely digital
feedback signal from the motor that is based on the Hiperface Digital
Servo Link. The two wire system is fully shielded from the motor
power wires.

The new Kinetix® 5500 servo drive has best in class power density,
a smaller footprint to reduce cabinet size and zero stacking capability
for flexible designs.

Rockwell introduces a new VPL motor line that will be available in
both 230V and 460V ratings and frame sizes initially from 100 mm to
3x Power
Conductors
Twisted Triad
(unshielded)
Brake Cable
Twisted pair
W/Braid shield

Protective Earth

Feedback Twisted pair
with braid and foil Shield
and outer insulation

Overall braid
shield

165 mm. The smaller 63 and 75 mm frame sizes will be available at a
later date. The VPL motor has the one rotatable connector for power,
feedback and brake connections and is based on proven MP motor technology. The VPL motor windings are optimized to match the
Kinetix® 5500 servo drive
ratings to provide energy
and cost savings.

The Kinetix® 5500 has three frame sizes with ratings from 600 watts
to 15kW. This unique drive supports input voltages from 195 to 525
volts, which allows one to reduce their inventory by using the drive
in both 230V and 460V applications. The drive can stand alone or
utilize a new innovative common AC/DC bus for the elimination of
hardware, which reduces installation time and lowers cost. No backplane or power rail is needed in the new design.

For more information on
the new Kinetix® 5500
servo drive and VPL motors, ask your Kendall
Electric Account Manager.

The drive supports both the new VPL servo motor line as well as standard induction motors (V/Hz or sensorless vector control) potentially
simplifying machine design by utilizing one drive to control both types
of motors.
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PANELITE™ LED Enclosure Light

®

by Jim Waslawski, Account Manager - Traverse City, MI
Light up your enclosure
with an LED solution
from Hoffman.
The
LED light kits provide
interior lighting for electric enclosures and are
also great for those remote applications. The
PANELITE can be mechanically mounted with the included hardware
which maintains up to a UL 4X listing, or it can be magnetically attached to a flat steel surface. Solutions include 90-260VAC or 2060VDC auto-sensing circuitry, an on/off switch or IR motion sensor.

will be a reliable light source for many years to come.
Also for those dark, remote applications another innovative product
from Hoffman is the LED Puck Light which
runs on three AAA batteries (included).
Magnetically attached to flat steel or hung
from a swivel hook the LED Puck Light
provides superior lighting with minimal effort. An On/Off switch is built in and with
an operation temperature rating of 40F120F, can work on most plant floor environments, assisting you in your trouble
shooting efforts.

These low 5 watt LED lights are a flexible way to shine light onto your
new panel projects or add lighting to dark existing panels in need of
light. Up to ten of the LED Panelites can be connected with the extension cable/connectors, and with a life expectancy of 60,000 hours,

Ask your Kendall Electric Account Manager for information on the
PANELITE options available from Hoffman.

Grace Engineering
PESD Offering
by Gary Eberly, IC/Safety/Sensor Specialist - Portage, MI
visual indication on the outside of the control enclosures that voltage
is present (or not present). Status LEDs, either flashing or solid-on,
give an indication that voltage is present. If voltage is not present, the
status LEDs will go out.

Grace Engineering Products are best known for their line of fullycustomizable PLC ports, called GracePorts. A GracePort is used for
thru-the-door programming and troubleshooting of a PLC inside of
a control enclosure. With the advent of the Arc Flash NFPA 70E
standard there is serious concern in industry today about avoiding
Arc Flash and voltage exposure. The ability to be able to program
PLCs from outside the enclosure with the use of a GracePort is a
huge advantage.

The ChekVolt non-contact voltage portal is a UL-listed passive device
used to present a voltage source to the outside of an electrical enclosure. It allows for the use of a Non-Contact Voltage Detector (NCVD)
to determine if voltage is present.

Grace Engineered Products is also the leading innovator of Permanent Electrical Safety Devices (PESDs), which allow for thru-door
electrical safety and greater NFPA 70E /CSA Z462 compliance.

Having the indication of voltage present at the door of an enclosure
is particularly useful when performing maintenance on the panel or
when using lock-out/tag-out procedures. Workers have an extra layer of protection when they use the Power Warning Alert and or the
ChekVolt non-contact voltage portal.

These are the visual Power Warning Alert and the ChekVolt non-contact voltage portal. A diagram showing a representative application
is shown below.

R-3W2

Primary applications include the following.
• Any Electrical Panel 750VAC/1000VDC
• Control Panels with Induced EMF
• DC Bus Voltage for Cranes & AC Drives
• Panels with Multiple Power Sources
• Power Factor Correction Capacitors

R-1A

For more information on these products from Grace Engineering,
contact your Kendall Electric Account Manager or your nearest Kendall Electric location.

With the use of the Power Warning Alert, companies now have a
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AC Drives Duty Ratings
by Eddie Robinson, Automation Specialist - Jackson, TN
Horsepower? Amps? Normal Duty? Heavy Duty? I
just want to know what drive I need to run my motor!!!

drive. So if the power components in the
drive can supply a maximum of …..let’s
say 10 amps, and can do this continuously, the drive can run a motor
using 10 amps indefinitely. But, what happens when an extra load
is placed on the motor. Let’s say for instance, that this motor is on a
conveyor and someone throws an extra package on there. Now the
motor needs maybe 11 amps to move this load but the drive can’t
supply more than 10 so everything stalls. This is why we have the
different ratings for drives.

This is a common question that is often misunderstood. Now that Allen-Bradley® has introduced the PowerFlex® 750 series drives with a
new “Light Duty” rating it becomes even more confusing. What does
it all mean?
Let’s try an analogy.
We will use a truck engine as our drive. The cargo capacity of the
truck will be our drive rating and the road over which the truck is driving will represent our load profile.

If we know our application will not exceed the rated power, then a light
duty drive should work.
If the load may occasionally go over a small amount for short periods
then maybe a normal duty drive is in order. A typical example of this
would be variable torque loads such as centrifugal pumps and fans.

The engine of the truck supplies power
to the wheels to move the cargo down
the road. We need to rate the cargo capacity of the truck. For our analogy let’s
assume that our truck and engine combination has the capability to move 110,000 lbs of cargo across a flat,
level surface. If we are using the truck in a place like Florida, possibly
the flattest state in the country, where the road is almost flat, we might
rate the cargo capacity of the truck at 100,000 lbs.
RIC INCORPORAT
KENDALL ELECT
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Finally, we would use a heavy duty drive if we expect additional loads
to be larger and for longer periods. Typical examples of this type of
load would be extruders, conveyors, etc.

Example: PowerFlex® 750 series:
Light Duty = 110% overload capacity for up
to 1 minute out of 10 minutes

But what if we are using the truck in Colorado?
Obviously, if we put 100,000 lbs of cargo in it and try to go up a mountain we “ain’t gonna make it”. So what do we do? We would change
the cargo rating of the truck to somethingg lower…… sayy 50,000 lbs.

PORA
RIC INCOR
KENDALL ELECT

Normal Duty = 110% overload capacity
for up to 1 minute out of 10 minutes or 150%
overload capacity for up to 3 seconds out of
60 seconds
Heavy Duty = 150% overload capacity for
up to 1 minute out of 10 minutes or 180%
overload capacity for up to 3 seconds out of
60 seconds

TED

Then we can make it over the hill and through the woods with ease.
So, we have the same truck and the same engine. Why don’t we
have the same rating? Because the extra capacity needed to overcome additional loading due to the inclined road had to come from
the same engine.

For more information on AC Drives Duty Ratings, contact your Kendall Electric Accpunt Manager or your Kendall Electric Automation
Specialist.

It is the same with AC drives. It really boils down to how much extra
capacity the drive has. Any 10 hp drive will run a motor that is loaded
at 10 hp or less with no problem. The problem occurs when the
load on the motor rises above the rated power of the motor. A motor
is not rated based on the absolute maximum power it can produce
but rather the power it can produce on a continuous basis. It has
the ability to provide more power for brief periods if more current is
supplied. Where does this current come from? It is provided by the
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BlueWave Access Control

Weigand Communication

Door Sense

Electric Strike ir Maglock

Access control has been available for many years, but IP (Internet Protocol)
based access control is fairly new. There are several differences between
traditional or analog access control systems and the newer IP based control. The first difference between the older analog style of access control
system and the newer IP based system is that the communications bus is
not an RS232/RS485 serial communication daisy chained from panel to
panel but an Ethernet IEEE 802.3 network over UTP (unshielded twisted
pair). Because Bluewave Access Control runs on Ethernet, its installation
and deployment is simplified. BlueWave Access control systems can also
be powered by IEEE 802.3af PoE(Power over Ethernet).

WiFi Wireless
Communication

CAT5
Ethernet
Cabling
WiFi
Access
Point

Ethernet Door Sense
Hub or Switch

Ethernet
LAN

Weigand
Reader

Weigand
Reader

NetGen Wi0Fi Door Controller

Weigand Communication

Kendall Electric is pleased to announce the launch of a new line of IP Access Control – BlueWave NetGen from Bluewave Security. www.bluewavesecurity.com

Electric Strike ir Maglock

by Kerry Rose, Telcom/Market Developer - Warsaw, IN

BlueView Access Control Software NetGen Wi0Fi Door Controller

less function also allows your access control to go mobile.

All access control systems
have similar components.
They have a control panel
which usually will have a controller, power supply and a
battery. Each controller will
have inputs for request to exit
devices (REX), readers, and
door contacts. They may also
Typical Access have outputs to control door
latches and relays.
Control System strikes,
Some controllers store all the
access rights or permissions
information and some simply communicate with a centralized software database for permissions.

Another unique product in the BlueWave portfolio is their BluePass proximity
reader. The BluePass proximity reader connects with any Bluetooth smart
phone and is fully integrated with the BlueWave Protm Software. The BluePass reader can be set up to read from 3 feet to 30 feet allowing for use at
gates or where the reader needs to be secured inside a building away from
potential vandalism.
Another feature of BlueWave is its intuitive management software. BlueWave has 3 levels of software
based on the number of doors. BlueView Express is
the entry level software for 30 or less doors. BlueView
Professional supports 60 doors or less. For more than
60 doors, BlueView Enterprise is needed. The software
utilizes and is written to a Microsoft’s SQL server database. This means that other applications can read
from the database and customer queries and applications can be written against the database. Using a
SQL server also allows network administrators to use
Microsoft’s Active Directory capabilities with an add-on
BlueWave Active Directory Module for the Professional
and Enterprise versions.

BlueWave stores all permissions or access information at the Netgen™ controller. Each controller can stand independently or with out network connections. The simplicity of BlueWave is that it is one controller per door. Thus
it is completely scalable from1 to 1000 or more doors. Each controller can
store permissions for 7000 users with 200 shifts. Because these are Ethernet IP based controllers, multi building, campus or national or international
installations can be managed from on single point. All you need is an Ethernet network connection at each controller. Many traditional access control
systems are purchased in groups of two, four or eight door controllers that
communicate via a serial communications through each controller back to
the software database. This serial communication makes it extremely difficult to expand to a campus or multi-location facilities without managing
multiple databases. Some analog controllers do have serial to Ethernet capabilities but multi location, centralized databases require fork lift upgrades
to the access control software platforms and sometimes require controller
firmware upgrades.

If you have an existing system and if it uses the industry standard 26bit Wiegand protocol readers, then converting to Bluewave is as simple as adding
a network connection, replacing the controller and reconnecting the readers
rex’s and other inputs and outputs.
Bluewave is a complete system supplier. The people at Bluewave can provide a one stop shop for all lock and access control hardware.
Bluewave products are manufactured in the United States, including the
controller boards. The management software is also written and supported
here in the United States. Custom programming can be done by Bluewave
programmers for special applications.

Save on installations by simply pulling an additional CAT5E or better cable
to a door location and then making short run connections of all the input and
output devices. You will save on both labor and material. In the event that
an additional Ethernet run cannot be pulled or repurposed, Bluewave also
has a very unique solution. Wireless!

For more information on BlueWave NetGen™ Access Control, contact your
Kendall Electric Account Manager or you Kendall Electric Datacomm Specialist.

If you have 802.11abgn access points, the 802.11 Bluewave Controller, with
encryption, can be installed to give you wireless communications. The wire-
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What’s New for 2013
by Rich Cross, Automation Specialist - Holland, MI
I recently attended the annual Cognex Kick-Off Meeting in Natick, Massachusetts. It is at this event that Cognex announced their new product line-up
for the upcoming year. There are many new products being released this
year, some of which should be available by the time you read this article. I
will break the products down by group: ID, Vision, and Sensor.

New Vision Products for 2013:
In-Sight 7000 Color:
In March, Cognex will be releasing a new Insight 7000 Color product across
the entire 7000 line. These products will feature all of the benefits of the
IS7000 series:

New ID Products for 2013:

- Autofocus for ease of setup and automatic line changeover
- Option for integrated or external lighting
- Built-in I/O and factory communications

DataMan 50/60:
This product is the smallest image-based reader on
the market today. There are two models available;
the “L” model that supports up to 45 reads per second, and the “S” model for stationary (non-moving)
applications. Both models support the following features:

It will also include support for the In-Sight color tools for color identification.
The new models include the 7010C, 7200C, 7400C, and the 7402C. These
products will be supported in the new Insight Explorer version 4.8 software.

1) Affordability for small projects
2) Ability to read multiple code formats
3) 752 x 480 resolution
The DM50 supports USB and RS232 communication formats and the DM60
supports USB, RS232, and Ethernet. Both products provide the same Cognex quality that customers have become accustomed to.
DataMan 303:
The DataMan 303 supports a 1600 x 1200 resolution and up to 45 reads per second. It is offered
in two models, the “L” and the “X”. The DataMan
303 also brings with it the new version of the DataMan Setup Tool, version 5.0. With this new setup tool, Cognex can now offer the power of scripting within its products. Scripting gives us the following
capabilities:

VisionView 900:
The VisionView 700 now has a new big brother. The VisionView 900 features three times the speed and two times the resolution of the VV700 and
a 1024 x 600 screen resolution. Cognex has removed the PoE (Power over
Ethernet) feature in this new display in order to keep costs at a minimum.
The new display also features an IP65 rating.

- Formatting Data
- Tracking process and barcode information
- Ability to monitor process control metrics
- Logic

New Sensor Products for 2013:
ProfilePlus 3D:

The 303 can also support up to 16 different “Read Setups” stored within the
reader itself. These custom setups allow the reader to adapt to different
code types more quickly and efficiently than in the past. “Read Setups” can
store the following configuration data:

Later this year, Cognex will be releasing a
new 3D product called the ProfilePlus 3D.
The ProfilePlus projects a laser line onto an
object and then a 2D CMOS sensor is used
to capture multiple frames as the object
passes below the laser line. The VisionPro
Max software is then able to render a 3-dimensional image and inspect for defects, measure size or volume, and even
read or verify characters.

- Focus changes
- Lighting bank configuration
- Software filters
- Burst acquisition and overlap processing
- Tune different setups with only one trained model

As you can see from all of the new
products listed above, Cognex is the
market leader in machine vision. If you
are interested in learning more about
these products or many of the other
new releases from Cognex, contact
your Kendall Electric Account Manager
or Automation Specialist.

DataMan 503:

The DataMan 503 was designed for scan tunnel
applications in the logistics market. It supports
a 2048 x 1088 resolution and features up to 120
reads per second. It was designed with high
speed sorting in mind. It can be used for applications such as 5-sided barcode scanning, automotive tire sorting, and large format presentation scanning.
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VARTECH Update
by Mike Iciek, Account Manager - Lansing, MI
VarTech Systems Inc. is
an ISO 9001 registered
company specializing in
the manufacturing of rugged industrial monitors
equipped with various
touch screen technologies including resistive and capacitive. With three locations in Louisiana,
North Carolina and Pennsylvania, VarTech Systems conducts all engineering, research, development, metal fabrication and manufacturing in-house
allowing for highly customizable monitor applications to best meet the needs
of consumers. Today, VarTech Systems’ products are used in virtually every
industrial sector in a wide variety of applications. From the factory floor to
the control room, from the ship’s bridge to submarine sonar, from the cockpit
to the simulator, from the harshest environments such as direct hose down
washing to vehicle mounting, these products provide exceptional quality and
reliability.

door applications and high ambient lighting environments such as factory
floors, lobbies, vehicles and marine vessels. A range of larger widescreens
are also available ranging from 32” to 55” in NEMA 4 and 4X with LCD and
LED back lighting technologies. Suitable for outdoor signage, totem kiosks
and touch screen terminals, these displays satisfy the need for large screen,
outdoor, high bright technologies for an expansive number of industrial sectors.
An impressive line of industrial all-in-one
touch screen computers are also manufactured in house by VarTech Systems. These
include panel pc computers, fully enclosed
LCD touch screen computers and small
form factor PCs. Hazardous area computers that have been tested and examined
by an independent agency and found to
comply with the applicable requirements
of UL60950 1/CSA C22.2 No.60950 1,
UL1604 electrical equipment for use in
Class 1, Division 2 hazardous locations are also designed and engineered
by VarTech. CRT and LCD repairs and replacements are services offered
by VarTech Sytems including the retrofit program in which old CRTs can be
outfitted with a brand new LCD flat panel utilizing the CRT’s chassis.

VarTech’s core product line is the DiamondVue series industrial grade LCD
display. Ranging from from 6.4 up to 32 inches, this series of products are
available in a variety of mounting options including panel mount, VESA
mount, rack mount, console mount and desktop. Some of these mounting
provisions can be configured with NEMA 4 black powder coated or NEMA
4X stainless steel front bezels as well as fully enclosed and sealed units. A
variation on the DiamondVue Series is the CrystalVue Series sunlight readable LED back lit monitors. These displays can reach up to 1500 units of
brightness for maximum daylight viewing ability, making them ideal for out-

For more information on any of VarTech’s products or services, call your local Kendall Electric account manager or telcom data automation specialist.

IENet™ PRO - the choice for
Industrial Ethernet Cable Testing
by Mike Barringer, Automation Specialist - Saginaw, MI
The Industrial Plant Floor networking choice has quickly shifted to Ethernet
based communication protocols. This has introduced a whole new set of
issues that electricians, instrument technicians, IT personnel and engineers
are dealing with. One of the biggest culprits is the Ethernet media. Ideal
Industries has introduced a simple and easy to use tester to assist in dealing
with those hard to nail down issues. The Ideal IENET PRO is compatible
with nearly all versions of Industrial Ethernet including Ethernet IP and PROFINET. Capable of testing 2 and 4 pair cables along with M12 and RJ-45
cabling, it covers all versions of plant floor media. Contact your local Kendall
Electric Account Manager for a demonstration.

• Tone generator supports four different tones making fault isolation easier
• Integrated remote unit to make storage and carrying easier
• Can support additional optional remotes making it efficient for
one person testing
• Network LED blink for visual cable tracing
Description
IENet™ PRO w/single remote
IENet™ Pro w/eight remotes
Eight Coax Terminator Kit
IENet™ Pro Eight Remote Kit
(ID 1-8)
BNC Accessory Kit
RJ-45 to RJ-11Jack Adapter (2/
card), POP Packaging
RJ-45 to F-Connector Adapter
(2/card), POP Packaging

Features
• Simple selection between Voice, 2 and 4 pair Data, and Coax
testing functions (Voice and Video/Security tests via optional
adapters)
• Tests for opens, shorts, miswires, reversals, split pair (user
selectable) and length
• Indicates correct wiremap to T568A/B standards for shielded
and unshielded cabling
• Easy-to-read LCD display with “PASS” or “Miswire” indicator
for each test
• Identifies presence of voltages on cables

Catalog #
33-772
33-773
33-775
33-776
LA-4173
LA-4233
LA-4234

For more information on IENet Pro, contact your Kendall Electric Account
Manager.
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The Stratix Family of Switches from
Rockwell Automation®
by Rob Durbin, Automation Specialist - Fort Wayne, IN
Rockwell Automation’s Stratix switch products include the Stratix
8000/8300™ Modular Managed Switches, Stratix 6000™ Fixed Managed
Switches, Stratix 5700™ Managed Switches, and Stratix 2000™ Unmanaged Switches. Embedded switch technology is available in various Rockwell Automation® products to enable ring and linear topologies.

Stratix 5700
Layer 2,
Stratix 8000/8300
Layer 2, Layer3

Stratix 6000 Fixed Managed
Ethernet Switches
The Stratix 6000 line of fixed managed switches is designed to help ease
deployment of the Ethernet network on the plant floor. The 6000 provides
a simple setup and default configurations for EtherNet/IP, ideal for the controls environment. Another benefit the switch offers is CIP tags and configuration screens in RSLogix 5000® programming software and diagnostic
faceplates for FactoryTalk® View HMI software. Switch options include a
four-port copper or eight-port copper with an option for fiber uplink to higher
level networks.

Stratix 6000
Layer 2,
Stratix 2000
Unmanaged

Stratix 2000 Unmanaged Ethernet Switches
Stratix
ETAPs

Stratix 2000™ industrial-grade unmanaged switches require no configuration, which helps you set up and install your switch quickly. The Stratix 2000
can be used with 24 volt AC or DC power. The switches connect easily
with PLC/Logix controllers and have features to autonegotiate for speed and
duplex per port. Stratix 2000 switches are ideal for small, isolated networks.
The Stratix 2000 is available in 3 copper/1 fiber port, 5 copper ports, 5 copper/1 fiber port, and 8 copper ports.

New to the Stratix family is the 5700 series line. The 5700 series of managed
switches have the Cisco® Catalyst® switch architecture and many features
similar to the Stratix 8000 and 8300 series. The 5700 series is available
in three base configurations, a 6, 10 and 20-port. There are two software
versions to choose from depending on your network needs, a Lite or Full
version.

Embedded Switch Technology
Stratix 5700 Managed Ethernet Switch Features
• Smartports: provides the optimum configurations for devices through
Smartport roles.
• RSLogix 5000® Add-on Profiles for premier Integration into the Logix
Architecture.
• FactoryTalk® View HMI software faceplates and add-on instructions for
status monitoring and alarming
• Variety of model options: two 1 GB ports, Onboard Flash Memory, SD
Flash card (not included) for saving/transferring switch configuration,
CIP Sync (IEEE 1588 PTP) and conformal coating.
• Configuration Tools include: Device Manager Web Interface for easy
configuration and status monitoring, RSLogix 5000® Software Interface
and Cisco Network Assistant.
• Dual power inputs, input and output alarms, console port, and up to 4
fiber ready SFP slots. (SFP Fiber Optic Transceivers sold separately)

This technology better known as ETAP provides popular switch
features to support high performance applications. This technology enables linear and device-level ring (DLR) topologies forr
Ethernet/IP applications. By using the dual port ControlLogix
®
Ethernet modules EN2TR/ENT3R and the new CompactLogix®
L5370 processors you can implement a Linear or Ring topology.
If you have a device that doesn’t have a dual port you can add
the ETAP and still maintain the linear/ring topology. The ETAP
is optimized for Ethernet/IP I/O and CIP Motion applications. It
supports the IEEE 1588 precision time protocol (PTP) for precise
time synchronization and Quality of Service (QoS) which provides

Stratix 8300/8000 Modular Managed Ethernet Switches
The Stratix 8300 Layer 3 managed switch extends the Allen-Bradley® Stratix
8000 industrial switch family to provide Layer 3 routing capability. A Layer
3 switch supports routing between subnets and VLANs. This allows communication segmentation between the automation network and the plant
production network, thus providing improved performance and security. This
Industrial Ethernet switch line uses the current Cisco Catalyst operating system, feature set, and user interface, making IT professionals feel at home.
At the same time, it provides easy set-up and comprehensive diagnostic
information from within the Rockwell Automation® Integrated Architecture.

prioritization of the data. A 50-node DLR ring topology network can recover
in less than 3ms. The ETP can be used as a DLR ring supervisor or backup.
For more information regarding the Stratix family of switches, contact your
Kendall Electric account manager.

Optimized with features for both IT and manufacturing environments, the
Stratix 8000 and 8300™ Modular Managed Ethernet Switches are modular
and available in a 6-port or 10-port base units. Expansion modules are offered in copper, fiber and PoE up to 26-ports. Power over Ethernet (PoE) will
be available soon and will also be offered in Copper/PoE combo expansion
modules.
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WebPort Connects Remote Access Portal
by Arnoldo Bazan, Account Manager - Portage, MI
The Webport is a simplistic way to troubleshoot equipment out
in the field without
having to leave the
•
Store critical data succh as scchematics,
prograams andd user manuals in a central many projects on your
desk demanding your
locatioon.
attention. Imagine a
•
Log data from
m multiple WebP
Ports to a
future where the condatabbase andd share into youur enterpprise trols engineer or field
databbase.
service rep does not
have to get on a plane
•
Generate andd deliverr reportss comminito figure out why things
catingg system
m health, producctivity annd
are not functioning as
mainttenance.
designed. Well the future is here. This little
•
Creatte rich vissualizattions of machine
unit can make your life
operaation, prooductivitty and usage.
easier from the comfort
of your laptop at your
work, home office or hotel room, wherever life or work may take
you. You can connect to your automated equipment from wherever
you are in the world using a secure hosted virtual private networking
technology. Webport Connects is a hosted VPN service that creates
a secure connection between your laptop or desktop computer. You
can view, update and monitor the program in real time as if the piece
of equipment is right there physically in front of you. This is done on
a secure socket layer (SSL). This creates an end to end encrypted
session.

With the cellular wersion of WebPort, the service sends an SMS to
your WebPort allowing it to connect and form a tunnel. This minimizes data charges, keeping your cellular data costs low.

This unit can be put on every piece of equipment that an OEM builds
due to the fact that it virtually pays for itself with one service call. It
is customer service at its finest and is a cost effective solution. The
question an OEM needs to ask itself is “How much is it going to cost
me if even one part fails on this piece of equipment during the warranty period” thus confirming that the cost justification is there.

WebPort Connects is the remote access portal for machine builders
and OEMs. Connect to your WebPort remote access gateways using secure virtual private network (VPN) technology. Manage multiple machines from a central location and access machine schematics and documentation.

•

Securrelly connnectt to your maachi
hine from
any loocation via celluular netw
work or the
internet.

The WebPort Connects device tile uses a traffic light system to indicate connection status of your WebPort and your client workstation.
If there are any connectivity issues the display will tell you the state
of your VPN connection.
WebPort Connects also has user access control allowing you to
invite users and to establish operator profiles which dictate what
devices they can access. You can also create logic groups of WebPorts.

WebPort Connects uses Microsoft’s powerful cloud-computing environment WindowsAzure™ which offers secure and reliable access to all your tools and documentation. Access your WebPorts
and manage data connections from any browser. You can organize
WebPorts into logical groups and provide multiple users access to
specific devices.

Deploying WebPort is
as simple as registering your device and
downloading and install-

Store your system documentation within your WebPort Connects
portal. It’s always accessible from any internet enabled PLC.

ing the VPN client on your workstation. Log
on to your WebPort Connects account and
you’ll see all available WebPorts and their
current connection status. Press the connection button and your VPN connection will
automatically be created. You can use the
virtual IP address to access WebPort or connect to your automation equipment using the
LAN IP of your device.

With WebPort Connects, OEMs and machine builders can create
proactive service models with a low annual cost, central consolidation of critical data and documents and real-time access to programming tools, without the need for dedicated workstations.
If you are ready to see how the WebPort can keep your warranty
costs down and service time to a minimum, contact your local Kendall Electric Account Manager.

The ethernet-only version of WebPort remains persistently connected to the service.
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Rockwell’s® New Safety Automation
Builder DVD
By Don McSween, Account Manager – Grand Rapids, MI

Rockwell Automation has built a strong reputation for helping our
customers improve productivity, by improving overall manufacturing and process performance, providing the industry’s most complete offering of safety automation products and services. In fact,
Rockwell Automation® is now ranked the number one supplier
in the global machinery safety market by ARC’s “Machine Safeguarding Solutions Worldwide Outlook” market analysis and 2016
forecast report.
Rockwell Automation recently announced a new, free software
tool called Safety Automation Builder and a complete group of preengineered safety solutions, called Safety Functions, designed to
help engineers save time when evaluating and selecting safety
products. Safety Automation Builder (SAB) became available in
February and Safety Functions will be available in three phases,
with the first six of a planned 24 available now.

Safety ROI Tool – Rockwell Automation offers a tool which calculates the potential annual return manufacturers will receive if they
invest in an integrated safety automation system. The web-based
tool addresses manufacturers’ need for a tool to help quantify potential savings and productivity gains from investments in safety.
For additional information about Rockwell Automation Safety Solutions, contact your local Kendall Account Manager. You can also
visit Rockwell Automation’s® Safety Resource Center at discover.
rockwellautomation.com/safety.

Prior to the SAB software, engineers would follow a painful process of; printing out machinery layout drawings, drawing hard and
movable guarding, identifying and drawing potentially hazardous
access points, identifying required safety functions, selecting
safety input, output and logic devices, and calculating system performance. This resulted in a hand-written list of required materials,
a hand-drawn guarding solution and hand-written safety calculations that engineers had to transfer into formal documents, drawings and reports.

Safety Automation Builder
Facilitates safety system design while simplifying development, improving
compliance, and reducing cost.

The free Safety Automation Builder (SAB) software automates this
process, helping designers save time and gain confidence when
verifying that a safety system meets all requirements. SAB also
helps facilitate training by enabling users to simulate the development of applications, including hard guarding, input/output devices, control systems and connectivity.
Users import an image of machinery, and SAB guides them
through the safety system development process by asking questions using a drop down selection menu, and help screens to
identify and select the necessary safeguards. It then compiles all
product selections, generates a bill of materials, indicates the attained safety performance level (PL), and provides a SISTEMA
project file.
The Safety Functions are pre-engineered “building blocks” designed to help users build a complete machine safety system by
providing detailed information for each safeguarding method, including its specific functionality, PL and required input, logic and
output components. The Safety Functions include all of the documents needed to implement a safety system, including a description of the safety function, a description of operations, parts lists,
electrical drawings, SISTEMA project files and verification and
validation plans. A user selects the Safety Functions needed and
can combine them to design a complete safety system using the
pre-engineered documents.
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SAB helps tie the two sides of Functional Safety together by providing a method
to select the safety products that are required to complete a safety solution!

Risk Assessment

Design Verification

Determines (PLr)

Confirms PLr Achieved

Wheatland Tube FasTrak Plus Conduit
by Scott Brubaker, Account Manager - Fort Wayne, IN
The uncertainty of the cost of materials can be a tough challenge to
overcome when quoting a job. All too often, we see the cost of conduit
rise and fall inline with how the steel market is performing. As such,
the certainty of labor costs plays a larger role in the bidding of each job.
Wheatland Tube has developed a manufacturing process that helps cut
the costs of time, and installation. Utilizing state-of-the-art ERW mills,
Wheatland Tube ensures that the quality of the conduit goes beyond
the strength of the steel. Wheatland Tube applies a proprietary-slick,
smooth-ID coating to EMT to drive superior wire pull performance.

Wheatland Tube’s commitment to producing quality, American made,
steel conduit; as well as providing tools to make jobs easier to quote
goes beyond the typical conduit manufacturer. The proprietary process for conduit manufacturing allows for easier wire pulling and quicker completion times.
For additional information about Wheatland Tube Products, contact
your local Kendall Electric Account Manager.

Wheatland Tube’s manufacturing process also allows for easy hand
bending for small size conduit; while delivering a smooth bend on intermediate, and larger sizes.
Founded nearly eighty years ago, and located in Wheatland, Pennsylvania; Wheatland Tube has built a reputable company, servicing
electrical contractors for decades. Wheatland Tube prides itself for
being one of the only domestic producers of rigid conduit. They are the
largest steel pipe manufacturer in North America, and they are known
for proprietary products in conduit, like their smooth ID coating.
Going one step further, Wheatland Tube has developed a mobile app
to help you cut costs.
Wheatland Tube’s EMT Calculation application calculates the cost of
time and material based on the lengths of runs, the type of fitting and
how many runs. It then provides an approximate cost for conduit installed in both 10’ and 20’ runs.

EMT WEIGHTS AND DIMENSIONS (10’ LENGTHS*)
Trade Size
1/2
3/4
1
1 1/4
1 1/2
2
2 1/2
3
3/ 1/2
4

Metric
Designator
16
21
27
35
41
53
63
78
91
103

Weight
Per 100 FT.
Outside Diameter Inside Diameter** Wall Thickness**
In.
mm
In.
mm
In.
mm
In.
mm
30
13.6
0.706 17.93 0.622 15.80 0.042
1.07
1.24
46
20.9
0.922 23.42 0.824 20.93 0.049
1.45
67
30.4
1.163 59.54 1.049 26.64 0.057
1.65
101
45.8
1.510 68.35 1.380 35.05 0.065
1.65
116
52.6
1.740 44.20 1.610 40.89 0.065
1.65
148
67.1
2.197 55.80 2.067 52.50 0.065
1.83
216
98.0
2.875 73.03 2.731 69.37 0.072
1.83
263
119.3 3.500 88.90 3.356 85.24 0.072
2.11
349
158.3 4.000 101.60 3.834 97.38 0.083
2.11
393
178.3 4.500 114.30 4.334 110.08 0.083

**For information only, not a UL 797 requirement.
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EXISCAN IR Windows
by Tony Rogers, Account Manager - Knoxville, TN
Thermal inspection of electrical
equipment is an
important part of
a good preventative maintenance
regime in any
manufacturing or
commercial facility. It is important
to maintain critical
Arc-Flash safety
XIR Series
requirements as
dictated by NFPA
70E, OSHA 1910
and other regulatory standards while doing the inspections. EXISCAN IR Windows allow closed panel infrared or
visual inspection of energized electrical equipment.

• More Viewing Area: The unique square aperture and
optic composition provides thermographers with 66%
more viewing area than similiar sized windows, all while
delivering superior accuracy.
• More for Your Money: No need to settle for a small
window just to stay in budget. Exiscan delivers an unbeatable value that achieves ROI within the first or second year in most plants.
Does your electrical preventitive maintenance or electrical safety program plan to install IR window this year?
Are you looking for ways to improve productitivity, ease
of inspection and personnel safety? Contact your Kendall Account Manager for more information or to schedule
a demonstration of EXISCAN’S line of Inspection windows.

Why Closed Panel Inspection?
• Eliminate high-risk activites: Using infrared or visual
inspection windows, workers can gather critical information without opening energized electrical equipment.
The new work process eliminates tasks that are inherently high-risk to personnel and the facility.
• Comply with Regulatory Mandates: Keep energized
equipment closed per OSHA 1910, NFPA 70E, CSA
Z462 and similar regulatory standards. IR windows and
visual inspection windows improve worker safety and
make compliance easier and more likely.

XV Series
Visual Inspection Window

• Become Lean and Green: The closed panel inspection process makes more efficient use of labor, saving
75% to 95% on inspection budgets, while identifying energy wasting faults. More efficient use of labor, more
efficient use of energy…EXISCAN IR Windows will help.

Why EXISCAN?
• More Structural Integrity: EXISCAN features impact resistant optics with stable transmission even in demanding environments. The bodies and covers are machined
from bar stock aluminum or stainless: corrosion resistant, suited for indoor and outdoor use, UL Recognized
Type 4/4x, IP65, and warranteed for life.
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XIR Series

The New Fluke
Wireless CNX Tools
by Scott Gusler, Account Manager - Traverse City, MI
Have you ever needed to find out exactly how loaded a power distribution
system really is? Or had problems with intermittent power interruptions?
What about monitoring your incoming or output power to check for load
imbalances or attempt to chase down any other voltage or current oriented
issues in your power system? All of these can be challenging tasks especially when these systems are spread over multiple equipment rooms and
enclosures.
Well the folks at Fluke have just come out with a family of wireless measurement tools that can help. Now you can view and log current and/or voltage
information from up to 10 points at the same time from one place without a
rat’s nest of temporary wiring.
The Fluke CNX family of tools will log up to about 22 days worth of data
without being attended. These handy tools can be placed inside of cabinets
or gear and left for extended periods of time to do their thing. The data from
these devices can be collected or viewed with either the wireless hand held
test meter or any laptop with the optional CNX wireless PC Adapter and software installed on it. The Multimeter can view the data from up to 3 meters
simultaneously. The free software enables you to gather and view up to 10
points at the same time as well as graph the data that has been gathered.
The CNX family of tools includes a Wireless Digital Multimeter, 2 styles
of AC Current Modules, an AC Voltage Module, a Temperature Module, a
Wireless PC adapter and Software. Fluke has bundled these tools into 7
different Kits. These kits have everything needed for various industries and
applications and because they are bundled together they save you money
compared to buying the individual components.

The picture above is the Fluke CNX 3000 Industrial Kit .
The free Fluke CNX sw3000 software is a Windows-based software utility
that allows real-time display measurements from up to 10 CNX modules per
PC adapter. Real time graphing of individual module readings can also be
done. The software also enables the user to download logged data and customize CNX module parameters and settings, including the module name,
logging interval and duration of logging session.
These excellent tools are reasonably priced and can be a real timesaver
and help in a lot of difficult situations. They are a fantastic addition to anyone’s troubleshooting tools.
For more information contact your local Kendall Account Manager or go to:
http://www.fluke.com/fluke/usen/products/wireless-testers.htm

CWD USB CHARGER / TAMPER RESISTANT
RECEPTACLE
by Brad Lennon, Account Manager - Kalamazoo, MI
Cooper Wiring Devices has recently released their Combination USB Charger with Tamper Proof Receptacle. This device quickly and easily provides
your customer with the ability to charge their electronic devices directly from
a standard outlet without bulky adapters that can be lost or misplaced. Additionally, they contain UL approved Tamper Resistant Shutters to ensure
compliance that requires all receptacles in dwelling units to be Tamper Resistant.
The Arrow Hart USB Duplex Receptacle provides quick and convenient access to charge virtually any electronic component including smart phones,
tablets, e-readers, cameras and MP3 players.

•
•
•
•

Ask Your Kendall Electric Account Manager for more
details on Cooper Wiring Devices USB Charger with Duplex TR Receptacle.

Key Features Include:
•
•
•

Article 406.12.
Pre-Stripped Wire Leads for easy installation.
Replaces a standard duplex receptacle.
Perfect for both residential and commercial applications.
Available in both 15amp and 20amp applications.

Dual USB Charging Ports charge most compatible electronic devices without the use of a computer or special adapter.
LED Indicator light notifies user that device is connected
Tamper Resistant shutters provide compliance with 2011 NEC
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Allen-Bradley® Training Schedule
Because of the complexity industrial control that is currently being installed in factory automation, the need for a thorough understanding
and knowledge of equipment is imperative to keep your company productive and profitable. Training from Allen-Bradley can reduce
downtime because employees trained on equipment can solve problems faster. It also maximizes utilization of equipment because personnel knowledgeable about all performance capabilities of equipment will use those capabilities to the best advantage and potential.
Additionally, Allen-Bradley’s training increases worker participation towards your company’s goals and objectives. Many productive
suggestions for solving ongoing problems and increasing productivity come from workers who fully understand control equipment.
Course Title

Course

CONTROLLOGIX/ RSLOGIX 5000
RSLogix5000 L 2: Basic Ladder Logic
CCCL21
RSLogix5000 L 3: Project Development
CCP143
RSLogix5000 L 1: ControLogix System Fundamentals
CCP146
RSLogix5000 L 2: Basic Ladder Logic Programming
CCP151
RSLogix5000 L 3: ControlLogix Maint. & TS
CCP153
RSLogix5000 L 1: ControlLogix Fund. & TS
CCP299
PLC5/ RSLOGIX 5 & SLC500/ RSLOGIX 500
PLC-5/SLC 500 & RSLogix Fundamentals
CCP122
PLC-5 & RSLogix 5 Maintenance & TS
CCP412
SLC 500 & RSLogix 500 Maintenance & TS
CCPS43
Basics of Electricity
MFG244
SAFETY
GuardLogix Application Development
SAF-LOG101
GuardLogix Fundametals & Maintenance
SAF-LOG103
NFPA 70E - Electrical Safety & ARC Flash Awareness
SAF-SFT112
Functional Safety Program
SAF-TUV2
NETWORKS
DeviceNet & RSNetworx Configuration & TS
CCP164
ControlNet & RSNetWorx Configuration & Troubleshooting
CCP173
Ethernet/IP Design & TS
CCP178
VISUALIZATION
FactoryTalk View ME & PanelView Plus Programming
CCV204
FactoryTalk View Site Edition Programming
CCV207
FactoryTalk View ME-PanelView Plus M & T
CCV209
MOTION CONTROL
Motion Control Fundamentals
CCN130
RSLogix 5000 Level 4: Motion Programming Usiing LL
CCN142
Kinetix 6000 Maintenance & TS
CCN200
AC & DC DRIVES
1336 PLUS Maintenance
CCA129
PowerFlex 700 Vector Control Config. & Startup
CCA161
PowerFlex 700 Maintenance & Troubleshooting
CCA163
PROCESS CONTROL
PlantPAx Process System Troubleshooting
PRS015
FactoryTalk Batch Server & Config Tools
RS-BATRG
FactoryTalk Batch Phase Design
RS-ABATRG
CONDITIONING MONITORING
Vibration Analysis Fundamentals
EK-ICM101
SOFTWARE
FactoryTalk VantagePoint Config & Report
FTVP
FactoryTalk Historian SE Configuration & Data Collection
RS-FTHSEC
FactoryTalk Historian SE Configuration Data Analyzing
RS-FTHSEDA
Microsoft SQL Server for FactoryTalk
RS-MSSQLB
INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE
Industrial Air Controls Fundamentals
MFG202
VIRTUAL CLASSROOM SCHEDULE
Ladder Logic Basics
Integrated Motion on EtherNetI/P: Configuration
Integrated Motion on EtherNetI/P: Commissioning
FactoryTalk ViewPoint Implementation: FactoryTalk View ME Int.
Machine Functional Safety & ISO 13849 Risk Assessment
Machine-Level Design Optimization: Drive and Motor Selection
Machine-Level Design Optimization: Networks, Controller & I/O
PowerFlex 755 Floor Mount Drives: Pre-Installation
Arc Flash Awareness

VC-LLB
VC-CNN300-01
VC-CNN300-02
VC-FTVIEW-01
VC-MFSISO-01
VC-MLDO-01
VC-MLDO-02
VC-PF755H-01
VC-SFT106

Nashville
Fort Wayne
Burr
(IN)
Ridge (IL) (TN)

Days

Cost

Troy
(MI)

Wayland
(MI)

Indianapolis

2
4
2
2
4
4.5

$1,170
$1,950
$1,170
$1,950
$1,950
$2,340

6/13
--6/11
----5/13

--5/7
4/9
4/11
4/16
---

----6/4
6/6
--4/29

-------------

--4/16
4/2
4/4
4/9
5/6

6/20
4/30
4/2, 6/18
4/18
--4/22, 5/20

--5/7
4/22
4/24
4/30
---

2
4
4
1

$1,170
$1,950
$1,950
$750

----6/18
---

4/30
-------

---------

---------

4/23
4/30
6/11
---

---------

-------

2
1
2
4

$1,181
$780
$799
$5,116

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

---------

3
3
3

$1,560
$1,950
$1,560

6/4
--5/29

-------

5/29
--6/11

3/26
4/16
---

-------

6/11
--6/25

-------

4
4.5
2

$1,950
$2,340
$1,170

4/16
4/22
4/30

-------

-------

--6/3
---

5/14
5/20
6/4

4/23
4/29
5/7

-------

2
3
2

$1,170
$1,560
$1,170

6/24
6/26
---

-------

-------

-------

6/18
6/25
---

-------

-------

3
1
1

1605.00
$780
$780

-------

-------

--5/22
5/23

-------

-------

----4/18

-------

4
5
3

$3,045
$2,756
$1,969

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

3

$1,560

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

3
3.5
3.5
2

$1,560
$1,969
$1.969
$1,181

---------

4/23
-------

---------

---------

---------

5/21
-------

6/18
4/15
5/14
4/2

3

$1,500
Cost

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

Dates

(IN)

Times

Location

Atlanta
(GA)

$1,999

5/13 - 5/17

1:00PM - 2:30PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/14

3:30PM - 5:30PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/15

3:30PM - 5:00PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/17

11:00 - 12:30PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/14

3:30PM - 5:30PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/15

8:00AM - 9:30AM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/16

8:00AM - 10:00AM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$199

5/13

8:00AM - 10:00AM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

$375

5/13 - 5/16

11:00 - 12:30PM

Attend Online - Virtual Classroom

To enroll in any of these classes, contact your local Kendall Electric, or register online at www.kendallelectric.com.
The class location key for Wayland includes Kendall Locations: L=Lansing, S=Saginaw. You can find class
curriculum maps on our website under training for your Kendall location under the Rockwell Regional Training Schedule.
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5101 S. Sprinkle Rd.
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KENDALL ELECTRIC INCORPORATED LOCATIONS
Alpena, MI 49707
119 W. Fletcher
989-356-3411
1-800-968-3411

Angola, IN 46703
2795 Woodhull Drive
260-665-2098
1-800-525-2842

Auburn, IN 46706
1200 S. Grandstaff Ave.
260-927-1530
1-800-368-1017

Cadillac, MI 49601
909 W. 13th Street
231-775-9734
1-800-442-1711

Chattanooga, TN 37408
2310 Rossville Blvd.
423-698-4471
1-888-263-6673

Cleveland,TN 37323
2395 Shady Lane
423-479-2639
1-800-472-4547

Battle Creek, MI 49037 Benton Harbor, MI 49022 Birmingham, AL 35222
1405 South M-139
131 Grand Trunk Ave
3317 5th Ave. S.
269-965-6897
205-254-3192
269-925-3244
Fax : 269-965-6899
1-800-605-3192
1-800-255-5214
Coldwater, MI 49036
646 E. Chicago Rd.
517-278-4518
1-800-695-5464

Dalton, GA 30720
1020 S. Hamilton St.
706-275-4400
1-800-342-7629

Fort Wayne, IN 46825
415 Ley Road
260-484-0755
1-800-552-0999

Grand Haven, MI 49417 Grand Rapids, MI 49504 Grand Rapids-S. MI 49512 Holland, MI 49424
1436 Fulton Ave.
832 Scribner Ave., N.W.
11560 E. Lakewood Blvd.
4525 44th St. SE
616-844-7017
616-459-8327
616-396-4625
616-459-8327
1-800-442-2523
1-800-968-4625
1-800-968-9880

Jackson, TN 37801
25 American Dr.
731-423-0134
1-800-467-1155

Jenison, MI 49428
6726 Roger Dr.
616-662-0185
1-800-968-9880

Kalamazoo, MI 49001
5101 S. Sprinkle Rd.
269-345-0101
1-800-227-3674

Kendallville, IN 46755
109 S. Allen Chapel Rd.
260-347-3190
1-800-525-2841

Kingsport, TN 37660
1241 Jan Way
423-246-8151
1-800-775-3530

Knoxville, TN 37922
170 Mabry Hood Rd.
865-546-8755
1-800-532-8742

La Porte, IN 46350
915 Boyd Blvd.
219-362-2019
1-800-728-4331
219- 872-0628 Mich. City

Lansing, MI 48917
7633 Lanac St.
517-322-2411
1-800-292-0802

Midland, MI 48642
3201 Bay City Road
989-496-3600
1-800-968-3600

Mishawaka, IN 46544
4905 Lincolnway E.
574-259-0026
1-800-682-4528

Montgomery, AL 36116
6064 Perimeter Pkwy.
334-356-1845
1-866-711-8021

Muskegon, MI 49442
1699 Wierengo Dr.
231-773-6621
1-800-968-6621

Newport, TN 37821
133 Highway 25E
423-623-5650
1-888-264-0411

Oak Ridge, TN 37830
745 Emory Valley Rd.
865-482-4906
1-800-832-8742

Saginaw, MI 48604
5420 Davis Rd.
989-752-4181
1-800-968-4181

Sturgis, MI 49091
700 N. Centerville Rd.
269-651-9495
1-800-916-1958

Petoskey, MI 49770 Pigeon Forge, TN 37863
117 Golf Rd.
1915 Fochtman Ind. Park Dr.
865-453-4638
231-347-2646
1-800-532-8742

Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
1323 Whigham Pl.
205-759-5716
800-263-8393

Warsaw, IN 46580
1095 Fisher Ave.
574-267-8168
1-800-421-5214

Three Rivers, MI 49093 Traverse City, MI 49686
1201 W. Broadway
840 Hastings St.
269-273-8644
231-946-7262
1-800-632-2011
1-800-968-7262

Wyoming, MI 49509
1100 58th St. SW
616-406-1555

Call the Kendall Electric location nearest you for all of your electrical needs.

